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Effiziente Algorithmen / Efficient Algorithms

7. - 13.08.1994

The workshop has been organized by K. ~Iehlhorn (Saa.rhrücken) and R.E. Tarjall
(Princeton). It was attended by 31 participants from Europ~ and the United States.
It is well-known that the design of algorithms is a. fundamental field in computer science. Recently~ as techllology progresses and a'pplications hecome more sophisticated. there
is an increasing demand in coping with large problems (with respect to the size of the inpu t).
This fact makes the design of efficient algorithrns to he a very important and challenging
issue not only from a theoretical. but also from a practical point of view. Towards this
end, interesting new results have been presented in this workshop whic:h covered almost all
areas of algorithms' design. More precisely, emphasis has been given in the areas of de~ign
ing: simple algorithms which are easy to implement. approximation algorithms for NP·hard
problems. randomized algorithms. geometrie algorithms, on-line algorithms. dynamic algorithms. efficient algorithms for large networks anrl/or for processing larv.;e amounts of data..
algorithms for graph drawing, paraBel algorithms. and graph algorithms whieh exploit particular properties of the input graph. After the talks, interestillg cliscussions followed where
people interchanged ideas. discussed new problems as weil as furttlf~r applir.ations of aJ~o·
rithmic research.
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A:;DUEW (;()!.DHEH(;

Optilnization Aigorithms ror Large Networks
As cornplltf'r memory size iJlcr('as(~s alld applirations p;et nlore sophisticatp(L lar~l'r prob-

lems O)nH~ Hp with a.pplic:a.tions. 'rhe algorit hIn runllillg tinle is usnally sllpprlinear in the
problem sile. so hig problems rC(luire mOfE:' time. even though computers g<,t fa.stpr. This
rnakes eHicicnt al~()rith ms more ilnportallt.
For llctwork opl.irnization problerns~ si~nificant progress has been made recently in the
design of algorilhnls \\rith gon<! worst-case bounds. Although goad warst-rase bounds do _
not guarantee good practical performance. some of the recent algorithms are practical, ~
outperforming previolls methods by a significant margin.
•
\Ve consider four irnportant optimization problems: maximum flow. minimuln-cost
flow. shortest path~ and assignment. We survey the recent results and describe implementations'of some of the algorithms, including heuristics and data structures which speed up
the codes in practic~. We present experimental data for our implementations and that for'
established codes (such as network simplex and Hungarian Method). Dur implementations
are more robust and have significantly better overall performance.

TORSEN HAGERUP

Replica Detection
Given a set V with n elements, an equivalence relation " J on V and a positive integer k,
denote by E(k, n) the number of binary equivalence tests between elements of V needed to
decide whether some equiva.Ience dass of '" is of size ;::: k~ and by ER(k, n) the expected
value of the corresponding quantity for randomized decision procedures.
Trivially, E(2, n)
(~), and it is known that E( r~1, n)
L~(n - l)J and that up to
terms of O(n), f4n 2 ::; E(3: n) ~ fön 2 • We study ER(k, n) and establish that up to terms
2
ofO(n), (~+ €)n 2 S ER(3,n) ~ nn , for some € >0 (e.g., € = 10-6 ).

=

=

(Joint work with Gudmund Frandsen'- Arhus Universitet.)

HELMUT ALT

Matching Shapes with a Reference Point
A problem commonly. arising in areas such as Computer Vision or Shape recognition is
to compare two given shapes in order to find out how much they "resemble" each other.
Geometrically this means that one figure should be transformed by a rigid motion or a
silnilarity in order to match the other one as good as possible. Algorithms for determining
the optimal matching of this kind have been found in the past. However, they use very
sophisticated techniques like parametric search. which makes them hard to implement. We
arp choosin~ therefore a differpnt approach. Instead of trying to find the optimal solution
\\-"p are satisfied with an approximation i.e. a solution where the Hausdorff-distance of the
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I.wo fi~1Iff'S

is wil.hiu a. Ulult.iplic4llive' rOllsta.nl. nf tlw optimum. TIU' id .. ;L. is In assi.!.!.11 a
poin"" t.u 4'~u'h li~lIrf' so Ihal. first 1.11(' l.wn n'ft'n'Il('f.' IUlinl.:-; an' mal.rht'tl and
thl'll a.n optimal lIlatc.hiu~ is foullt! k('t'pifl~ tlw rpfpf('Il('(' points iu\'ariant.. 11. turns Oll'
tha.l I.lw sO-fallpd '·Sf,.. inef point" is Cl :-'l1itahlt' rflfefPru'p point., rsing; it w(' ~('t ,,(fjcit'lll
approximation algorithrns rur rigid rnot.iolls aud similaril.it's in I.wo and I.hrt't' dilllt'llsiClIIS,
TIH'! -loss fa.<:tors" with rf!spf'ct 1.0 t.lw optimulIl a.f(~ a.hnut 1,;1 anti an' ((Uil(' dose' 1.0 IIH'
lower bOllnd or L+
~·n.f('rt'II(:('

JTfJ.

(.Joint \Vork with Oswin Aichholzer a.nu Günter Rote. TU Graz.)

FRANK WAGNBR

A Simple Min Cut Aigorithm.
We present an algorithm for finding the nlinimum cut of an p.dge-weighted gra.ph. It is
simple in every respect. It has a short and compact description~ is easy to inlpleUlent anu
has a surprisingly simple proof of correctness. Its running tinle matches that of the fastest
deterministic algorithm known. The runtime analysis is straightforward. In contrast to
nearly all approaches so far the algorithm uses na flow techniques. Roughly sp~aking the
algorithm consists of about 11/1 nearly identical phases each of which is formall§·sinlilar to
Prim's minimum spannirlg tree a.lgorithm.
(Joint work with Mechthild Stoer.)

DAVID WILLIAMSON

New Approximation Algorithms ror MAX CUT and MAX SAT, or Recent
Results in Randomized Rounding
I will present some interesting variations in the technique of randomly rounding the solution of a linear progra.mming relaxation. This technique is tlsed to obtain near-optimal
solutions to NP-hard optimization problems. In one case, I will show how a simple variation
on randomized rounding yields a randomized algorithm for ;\IlAX SAT that always deÜvers
solutions at least 3/4 times the optimal value. In another case. I will show that us~ng a
semidefinite programrning relaxation and an elegant means of rounding its solutions leads
to .87856-approximation a1gorithms for MAX CUT and ~1AX 2SAT. The semidefinite relaxation can be shown to be dual to a previously studied eigenvalue minimization bound
for MAX CUT. The previously best-known approximation algorithms for these problems
had performance guarantees of 1/2 for NIAX CUT and 3/4 for NfAX 2SAT. AU algorithms
can be derandomized using the method of conditional expectations. The ~IAX CUT algorithm represents the first substantial progress in approximating this problem in nearly
twenty years, and, to the best of our knowledge. represents the first use of semidefinite
programming in the design of approximation algorithms.
(Joint work with Michel Goernans, MIT.)
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On-Line Lenrning of

Of~cision

Lists and Decision Trees of Bounded Rank

.\n f)Jl·liup Iparllin.c: ;d;..!;oril.hm is pn'sPllt(~(1 whirh. Hp Lo p.quivalellcp uf lists. idpllt.ifips an

t!t'cisioll list. 11\'l'f :Y hase [11 nrtions a.ft.C'f making fLt ·most. ~(N - I )( N -1) mistakes .
. \ n~('llrsi\'P \'ariallt
Ilu' a.1~orithlll =-,olv('s t.he nlorp ~('neral oll+iine I.... a.rning pfohlt'1Il for
decisiull I.n'es llf ra.nk r aftf'f fIIa.kinp; O( n:l r ) mistake~. Finally we inv('st.igate the problem
of learnillg tltt' :-ihoff,f-,S1. IprlJ!;t.h representation of the target list. (In intermediate stcps. thc
algorithm is allowed t.o Ilse langer lists. hut finally it has to come-up with the shortcst·one.)
Ir t.hc base functions are boolean literals. then the shortest list can be learned etfieiently.
[f t.he base fUIH:tions are monomials of length at most k, then, for all k ~ ;3, the problem
is related to t.he open qllestion of whethcr ~vlinimum Equivalent Boolean Expression is ~'l
compJete. Ir so. the learning of t.he shortest list cannot efficiently be performed (lInless the . .
polynomial hierarehy eollapses to ~'l). The case k = 2 is also an open problem.
•
11 JI k 1I0wn
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EVA TARDOS

Evacuation Algorithms
A dynamic network eonsists of a graph with capacities and integral transit times on its
edges. The quiekest transshipment problem is defined by a dynamic network with several
sources and siriks; each source has a specified supply and eacli sink has a specified demand.
The problem is to send exactly the right arnount of flow out of each source and into each
sink in the minimum overall time.
Variations of the quiekest transshipment problem have been studied extensively; the
special case of the problem with a single sink is commonly used to model building" evacuation. Similar dynamie network fiow problems have numerous other applications; in some
of these, the capacities are small integers and it is important to find integral"flows. There
are no polynomial-time aJgorithms known for most of these problems.
In this paper we give the first polynomial-time algorithm for the integral quiekest
transshipment problem~ Previously, the integral quiekest transshipment problem c9uld
only be solved efficiently in the special case of a single source and single sink.
(Joint work with Bruce Hoppe.)

AMOS FIAT

Distributively-Competitive Online Paging for Arbitrary-Topology Networks

e

Distributed Paging is an emulation of Virtual Shared Memory in distributed memory multiprocessor configured on a. message passing network with arbitrary topology. The distributed
paging algorithm is allowed to dynamically reconfigure contents of the nodal memories by
replicating and migrating files between processors. Our goal is to minimize the eommu~
nication eost and the m~Inory cast for emulating shared memory. We avoid making any
statistical assumptions about the Ioeation or frequency of rearl and write events. \Ve use the
"rompetitive ratio~' a.s a measure of performance. We ~ivp. the first distributed·competitive
olliine ah~orithm. with polylog( Tl. diam) ratios in hoth eommunications and memory.
.
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(Joint work with lIa.ruf'!l .\w(·rfHich allel Ya.ir Bartat
ami Yu\·a.1 Haba.ui.)
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ClIlll~TOS ZAltOLI:\(;IS

Simple arid Efficient Algorithms far Detecting Negative Cycles

=

Let C
(V, E) be an n.v~rtex. m-edge digraph with real edge ('osts. Tlw Ile~al.iv(' cyde
problem asks for detecting a <iirected sirnple cycle in (~. ur tot.al Il(lga.ti\"e <"ost.. J)et('ct.illg Cl.
nega.tive cycle in a digraph appears to be·(l. fundamental combinatorial optimizatioll prohlplll
with a lot of applicatiolls: shortest paths. min-cost fiow~. minilnal cost-to-t.inH~ ra.tio. t.wo
dimensional pac.kage placement, cher.king constraillts in VLSI layout.. etc. Pf'rhaps "he I~lost
important applicatiou concerns the shorest path problem. There is a shortest path bp.t\\;·(\t'u
two vertices v and w in G iff DO path from 'v to w contains a negat.ive cycle. ivluch of t.he old
and new results on theshortest path problem make the assulnption that eitller the digraph
has non-negative edge costs~ or does not contain a negative cycle. \Vhile etficicnt algorit~ms
for e.g. the single-source shortest path (sssp) problem exist in this case (O(rl1+nlog n) time).
one needs O( nm) time to salve the sssp problem or to report a.negative cycle in the case
where negative costs are present. In the case where the digraph is planar the latt~r probleIn
can be solved in O{ n l.Slog n) time, while the former one in O( n) time.
The main contribution of this paper is an effident algorithm for the nega_tive cyc1e
problem in planar digraphs! which is parameterized in terms of a topological meäsure ;. of
the input digraph G. It5 running time varies from O(n) up to O(n1. 5 log n) as l' ranges from
1 up to 8( n). It is worth noting that the better the topological characteristics of Gare,
the more effident our algorithm becomes. Dur result is based on the optimal solution of
the negative cycle problem in the case where G is outerplanar and it can also be extended
to digraphs with genus o(n). Moreover, effident CREW PRANI implementation~' of all of
our algorithms are given.
(Joint work with D. Kavvadias, G. Pantziou and P. Spirakis.)

NEAL YOUNG

Greedy Algorithms by Derandomizing Unknawn Distributions
The method of conditional probabilities is the standard method for deriving deterministic
algorithms from probabilistic praofs. The resulting algorithms depend on the underlying
probability distribution; wh~n this distribution is non-trivial the algorithm typically computes it by linear programming.
We show that in some cases the dependence on the underlying distribution can be
removed. The resulting algorithms are simple greedy algorithms that approximate the
unknown distribution without computing it. \Ve call this method oblivious derandomization. It furthers the utility of 04thinking probabilisticalli' when desiJ?;ning approximation
algorithms.
We use oblivious derandomization to obtain a simple new parallel greedy algorithm
that "finds sparse near-optimal mixed strate~ies for zcro-sum games. Such strategies werc
recently shown to exist by Althoefer and by Lipton a.ntl Young.
.=j
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Improvp.d Randomizecl ()n-Line Aigorithms for the List Update Problem
Thp IH'St. randomizt'd oll~ljrlf' al~orit.hllls known so far for the list Ilpda.f.(~ problpm adlif~V('
a. rOlli IH't.itivPlH'SS uf V:'i ~ J. 7:L \Vp present HPW ranciornized on-linp algorit.hms t.ha.t hf!at.

this romptttit.in' ra.tio. ()ur [l('W algorit.hms are c:aHcd TIIVIESTANIP algorithms anti achicve
a c:onqwt.itivp rat.io 01" lllax{2~1'.1 +p(:!-p)}. [ar "any real pE [0.1). Sf'ttin~ p = {:J- ~)/2.
WP ohtain a <;>-romppl.itivp. algorithrn. where 4> = (1 + ~)/2 ~ 1.62 is t.he Golden Ra.tio.
THvl ESTANI P a.l~orit hms coordina.t~ t.he movements of items tlsinp; son{e information on
past requcsts. \Vp ra.n rt~dl1ce t.he required information at the expcnse of increasing thc
competitive ratio. \Vp. present a very simple version of the TIMESTAMP algorithms that
is 1.68-(·onlpetitive.
HAN LA POUTRE

Incremental Planarity Testing
\Ve present algorithms anrl data structures for incremental planarity testing. At any moment. the algorithms and data structures can answer the following type of query: given
two norles in the (cu rreut) graph, can an edge be inserted between these narles such that
planarity is preserved. while edges (preserving planarity) are inserted from time to time.
Starting from an "empty" graph of n nodes (and no edges), the algorithms and data.
structuresrun in O( n + ma( m, n)) time, where m is the total number of queries and edge
insertions (and er is the inverse Ackermann function). The aigorithms and data structures
allow for insertions of norles also (in the same bounds, taking n as the final number of nades).
As a co-result, the problem of finding a maximal planar subgraph of a given (static) graph
can be solved"in O(n + eo(e, n») time, where e is the number of edges in the graph.
JENS GUSTEDT

The General Two-Path Problem in Time O(mlogn)
The General. Two- Path Problem is the problem of finding vertex disjoint paths between
two pairs of terminals in an arbitrary graph G. We show that this problem is solvable in
time O( m log n), where n and mare the numbers of vertices and. edges respectively. Our
methods primarily rely on the fact that the problem is very well studied and solved in the

case the input graph is planar. So we first calculate a maximal planar subgraph of the input
graph and then transform the instance in several steps to a strongly restricted one that we
eventually will salve or for which will show that 00 solution exists. The main technique to
transform our instance is Li.-replacemeot - replacing components that are cut of the graph
by at most three vertices by triangles. Actually the bottlenecks for the running time of the
algorithm are the Maximal Planar Subgraph Problem and the Facet Maintenance Problem
in Three Connected Planar Graphs, both of which have been improved to a time bound of
O( Ino( m. n)) by La Poutre as presentcd also this week. So the com plexity of the algorithm
r('tl 11 ces to that bound. tao.

e
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On :tu (nequality by Ilardy, Littlewood and Polya
\V(' dprivc a. ~t'II('raliza.t.i()1I ur an iru!(lllalit.y h~' lIard.\". l.i11 (('wond aud Pe'.I.,":\. ( I !):!(») tll 11...
minimil.alioll
Cl. cprf.a.in hilinear form.
This illcqualiL)' has applications in threc alp;orithmic problellls: (1) Opt.imulII arra.up;('~
ment of da.ta. rccords with giVfm acccss probabilities so as to rnillinlizp th(' axprage a('n~ss
time. (2) The Travelling SaJesman Problem on Monge distanc.e malrires. (:1) AssigUIIlC'Ill.
of givcn masses to the vertices of a reg'ular polygon on t.he uuit eit'de so as 1.0 maximiz(! t.lw
distance of the c('ntre of gravity of thc resulting system r.o t·he origin.
I

or

(.Joint work with Eranda (ela.)
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Membership in Constant Time and Minimum Space
We investigate the problem of storing a subset of the elenlellts of a bounded .'Aniverse so
that searches can be performed in constant time and the space t1sed is withiri "a constant
factor of the minimum required. Initially we foeus on the static version of this pr~blem and
conelude with an enhancement that permits insert ions and deletions.
(Joint work with Andrej Brodnik.)

PHILIP KLEIN

A Randomized Linear-Time Algorithm for Finding Minimum Spanning Trees
We present a randomized linear-time algorithm for finding a minimum spanning tree. The
algorithm is a. modification of one proposed by Karger and uses random sampling in eombination with a a linear-time algorithm for verifying a minimum spanning tree. Dur ~om
putational model is a unit-cost random-aecess machine with the restriction that the only
operations aUowed on edge weights are binary eomparisons.
(Joint work with Robert Tarjan.)

HANS BODLAENDER

Linear Time Solvable and Fixed Parameter Intractable Problems of Bounded
Width
\Ve consider graph ordering problems with tbe property that 'yes '-instanecs have bounded
pathwidth. A linear time algorithm is sketched for t.he problem to decide whether t.he
cutwidth of a graph G is at most k~ k a constant. The algorithm is based on computinp; a
table of all possible characteristics of partial solutions for all nodes of a path decomposition
of G of width at most k.
It seems that such an algorithm does not exist for the 'handwidth ~ k' problem for
fixed k. This is explained using the theory of fixed parallletp.r c:omplexity of Downey allel
Fellows: bandwidth is harrl rar all classes W[tj, t a natura.l l1ulllber.
7
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FlIrther Iinproveinents in Approxilnating lVlAX 2SAT and MAX DICUT
\V.. eOIl:-iidpr 1.114' n·(·put ;q)proxillla.tioll aJ~()rithlll or (;optna.ns allel \Villialllsnn (STOC !).I)
for \L\X ('{7T. \I:\X :!SAT ;lud \L\X DICFT. \Ve show that hy c.onsiclerin~ a st.ronv;(~r
;-;p.midpfillitp prn~raJllll1irt~ relaxatiun aud h~· IIsing a different rOllndiu~ sdl(~Ill(~. lUlt' (:a.n
improvfl llpon their J>Prformance 1!;uarantees. ~'Iore precisely. our algorit.hms are gllarallte(~d
1.0 deliver sohnions wit.hin a factor of 0.9:11 or the optimum for MAX 2SAT Olnd withill a
ractor of () ..~!)9 for MAX ()JC(JT~ improvin~ npon t.he performance guarantces of Q.$7R and
o. ,!}f) of (~l)(,Tl1(UtS and \Villiarnson.

(Joint work with lJri Ft.·ige.)

.losErll CUERIYAN

Sparsest Cuts

=

Given a graph G
(~r. E), a. nonnegative capacity function u : E - R+ and a nonn-egative
demand function d : E ~ R+, a sparsest cut (5, V\S), 0 :f.. 5 :f. V ~ is one that minimizes
u(5~ V\S)/d(S. V\S). Previous work on the problem is described, and the open question
of obtaining an o(log 11/1 )-approximation algorithm (possibly, using eigenvalue bounds) is
discussed.
JEFF VITTER

EfHcient Processing of Large Scale Data
We present several techniques for designing effident algorithms for problems that are toD
large to fit in interna! memory. Our main model of computation consists of two levels of
memory-interna! anti external. Internal memory can store M data records, and there are
P processors connected by an appropriate network. E~ternal memory consists of D disks,
each capable of simultaneously transferring in a single input/output (1/0) operation a block
of B contiguous data records. The two measures of performance are the numher of I/Os
and the inte"rnal processing time. Other models include parallel versions of hierarchical
memory models. We give optimal algorithms for severa.l batch problems in comp~tational
geometry and graphs, including range searching, data compression and information management, rectilinear intersection, visibility, measure of union of rectangles, 3d maxima, 2d
output-sensitive convex hull, 3d convex hull, point location, graph drawing, list ranking, ex- _
pression tree evaluation, Euler tour, least common ancestor, minimum spanning forest. and •
connectivity. We also discuss results for depth-tirst search, transitive closure, and dynamic
range searching. Several bounds and techniques are related to sorting and the use of sorting
in simulating PRAM aigorithms in our 1/0 model. We also mention implementation of a
transparent parallel 1/0 programming environment.
(Joint work with Y. .J. Chiang~ Eddie Crove. Mike Goodrich, Paris Kanellakis. S. Ramaswamy. Roberto Tamassia, J. J. Tsai. and Darren Ven~roff.)
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New Results on the Old

~'-Opt

Algorithm for the TSP

Lucal :·;pardl wilh k-rhan~«, 1U!il:~hhorhoCld~ is lJf'rhaps IIH~ oldf·sl. a.nd 1l10~t. \\.·itlt'ly 1I~t'd
hC'urist.it: lUpl hnd for the r.ra.\'din~ sal(~slHa.n prohlplll. )'f"t allllosl no I.hpofPl.it"al p('rfllrlllann'
~llara.ntP.es für it wpre previously known. This paper devclups sp"cral n'Sult.s. SOUlt' wnrsl.~
c:ase and sonte probabilistic, on thp perfonnance of 1- and k-opt loea.l searrh for t.lw TS P.
with rpsp('c.t to both the quality of the solution and thc speed \vith whirh it is ohr.a.ined.

DIETER KRATSCH

Measuring the Vulnerability far Classes of Intersection Graphs
A genera.l method for the computation of various parameters measuring t.he vulIwrability
of a graph is introduced. Three measures of vulnerability are ronsidered. i.e.. the toughness. the scattering number and the vertex integrity. Furthermore. we consider. the related
minimum balanced separator problem.
.~
\Ve show how to compute the para.meter by polynomial time algorithms- Jor VarlOllS
classes of illtersection graphs like permutation graphs, bounded dimensional coco~lpar~bil
ity graphs~ interval graphs~ trapezoid graphs and circular versions of these grap'h cla~ses.
For achieving our algorithms we first introduce two sepa.ration vectors of a graph from
which the above parameters can easily be computed. \Ve demonstrate tha.t these vectors
can be computed via. shortest-path a.lgorithms on certa.in auxiliary directed graphs which
are constructed from the intersection model of the input graph. Finally, similar auxiJ1ary
graphs can be used for exactly computing a minimum balanced separator.
(Joint work wi th T. Kloks and H. Müller.)

DOROTHEA WAGNER

Right-First Search in Planar Graphs
We discuss recent results for disjoint paths problems in planar graphs.
considered are:

The problems

• the vertex-disjoint Menger problem.
• the problem to find vertex disjoint paths connecting terminal pairs (.5i, ti) where
in and tl, .•• , tk on the outer face Fout.
31, ...• Sk are on a fixed inner face' F
• the problems to find edge-disjoint paths connecting terminal pairs (.si, ti) where .s] ~ ... , SI;,
t1 , ••• , tk are on the outer face and the eveness condition is satisfied.
For all these problems linear-time algorithms. are obtained that are based on right-first
search. A common idea of all these aJgorithms is to cOllsidcr a dir~cted graph related to
the original undirected graph. alld to determinc the paths by a eiirected riJ;ht-first searc:h
in this graph. The solutions de·termined hy this approa.ch are in the same sense rightmüst.
(.Joint work with Heike Kipphausen- Li pa and Ka.rsten \Veihc.)

9
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PET H/\ ~\'I tlTZ EI,

On the Mnxinulln

Pla~ar

Subgrnph Problem

graph (; = (\ '."/-.:) \.. . i1.h wl'ip;ht.s f't' f Tl. on the (ldges. t.hc maximultI plauar stlh~raph
prohl('rn is 1.0 dpterrnirH' a pl;tllar sllh~raph P of C: with Lt'EP Cf' is maximum. \V(~ atta(:k
,Ilf~ prohlpltl with I.pchllicjlws ur p(JI~'h~(lral comhinatorics. \tVe define l.he Planar Sllb~ra.ph
Poly topP. PCSHn 1.0 l)tl ttlf~ Cf?nVPX ludi of all ineidence veetors or planar suhgraphs of G
;I,nd stHdy the facial sl.rlletur,! of 'PCSUd). It turns Ollt that the ~'KlIratowski inequalities"
coming from sllbdivisiullS of A·~ and 1\'1.3 as weil as the trivial ineqllalilies are facet-defining
for PCS(c]). These two classp.s of inequaHties give the integer linear pro~ramming formulation for the maximulIl planar subgraph problem. Furthermore, the Euler ineqüalities
.r( E') :s; :IIV'I - 6 are rcu:ct-dcfining for 1'C.S(9) for eaeh indueed clique (V'. E') contained
in G. \Vp. deHne a llew dass of graphs. the s-ehorded cyde graphs G(n,."t) and characterize
the validity and the facel-defining properties of the inequality related to this dass of graphs.
Special cases of s-ehorded eycle graphs lead to odd and even Möbius-Iadders which give rise
to facet-defining inequalities generalizing the Kuratowski inequalities.
We suggest a modified version of the Hopcroft and Tarjan planarity testing algorithm
in order to find violated Kuratowski subgraphs. Dur eomputational experiments with a
branch and cut algorithm are promising. So, we are able to solve almost alJ "real world
instances" given for the nlaximum planar subgraph problem in the literature for the first
tirile.
(Joint work with Michael Jünger.)
(:iVf'1l :t.

SVEN SCHUIERER

New Res~lts on Competitive- Searching in Unknown Polygons
We consider the problem of navigating a robot inside an unknown polygon. The robot has
to find a path from a starting point s to a target point t and it is equipped with on-board
eameras through which it ean get the visibility map of its immediate surrounding. 1t does
not know the IDeation of the point t and it has no knowledge of the polygon exeept for the
loeal vi"sibility information. However, when it sees t, it tan recognize it. We define a new
dass of polygons and provide a strategy for searching this dass of polygons. The distance
traveled by the robot under this strategy is at most a small eonstant times the length of
a shortest path from s to t. The dass is strictly more general than previously eonsidered
classes.
It is called horizontal-vertical streets or HV-streets, and, for a polygon in this dass, _
every point on the boundary is visible from either a vertical or a horizontal line segment •
connecting the two polygonal chains from s to t. We provide a strategy under which the
robot walks at most 14.5 times the distance of the shortest path from s to t to reach the
point t. We also prove that this is an optimal strategy for searching such polygons.
(Joint work with Amitava Datta and Christoph A. Hipke.)
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Edge-Disjoint H0l110topic Pnths in Plnnar Grnphs
Tht' pruhll'lII

\\,p

nJIIsidf~r is flu" lIatural gpnpralizal.ioll

ur I.hl' Okalllllra·SC'.\"IlIotlr t"a:-;t' wlll'rc'

all plldpoinl.:' tor 11lt' paths li(l on tlw sa.m<' face and of t.he ("asp wtwn' 11)(' g:raph is a sllhg;r:l pli
of tht' recla.lI~ular g:rid. In both cases t.h(l cut conditioll can successfull.\" Iw applipd tu soln"
such rOlltin~ problems. We present same ideas for t.he proof or tht" slltllrit'IU"Y or t.hn ("11 t.
cOlldition also for the general case. we indirate wherc it fails a.no ~i\"(i hin"s l'ör a.dditiona.l
conuitions to solve the general problem efficiently.

HlJRERT OE FRAYSSEIX

Some Augmentation Problems
Augmentation probleIns are concerned with the addition of dUßlmy edges to agraph in order
to get same connectivity or ma.ximality properties. Our attention' [oeus on t.he particular
problems of augmenting planar graphs such that each vertex receives a minimu,I{Lof dummy
edges. We prove that the exact bOUllds of vertex degree increases while a.ugnH~ti~tiilg planar
graphs (and preserving·planarity) are:
• 2 to biconnect a graph.
• 6 to biconnect a graph if the planar map of the augmented graph has to be consistent
with a. precise pla.nar map of the original graph. (This bound is equa.l to 2 for graphs
without triangles, a.nd to 4 for contact graphs of Jordan ares.)
• 6 to triangulate 3-connected graphs.
4 to triangulate 3-eonnected maximal bipartite graphs,
• 3 to triangulate 3-conneeted outerplanar graphs.
Each of these problems ean be solved by linear time algorithms. \Ve conjecture that 4 is a
tight bound for tria.ngulating planar graphs without separating triangles.
(Joint work with Patrice. Ossona de Mendez.)

NIARTIN DIETZFELBINGER

Gossiping and Computation of Boolean Functions in Networks
The gossip problem for an undirected graph G is the following: Assume each node initially
has a piece of information (atomic, but replica.ble). In one round anode can send all the
information it has gathered so Car to one of its neighbors or can reeeive such information
from one of its neighbors. How many rounds are necessary and sufficient so that all nodes
get all the information? This problem has been stlldied intensivp.ly ovp.r some decades
and has been completely or partially solved for many graph d~ses. The aim of this talk
is t.o show that results from gossipillg theory give infornlation ahout c:omputing Boolf~all
fUllctions in networks of processors under certain comlllunicatioll rnodf~s. in particular in
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I~ U RT ~\'IEII LIIORN

How to COlnpute the Voronoi Diagram of Line Segments
The incirde predicate is thc basic geometrie predkate in Voronoi diagram computations. In
the case of diagrarns or line segments this predicate involves the comparison of non-rational
algebraic numhers. A direct application of general results on root separation impiies that
the first 9000 k digits of thc algebraic numbers suffice to 'make the comparison; it is assumed
here that the coefficients in the line equations are k bit integers. A more detailed study of
the specific algebraic nUlnbers involved improves this bound to 48 k. \tVe also report about
experimental data based on this theoretical insight.
(Joint work with Christoph Burnikel and Stefan Schirra.)

Berichterstatter: Christos D. Zaroliagis
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